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MEETING SUMMARY
District of Highlands: South Highlands Local Area Plan
What: Task Force Meeting #2-3, South Highlands LAP
When (#2): 12:00-2:00pm, Wednesday, February 26, 2020
When (#3): 6:30-8:30pm, Wednesday, February 26, 2020
Where: Highlands Community Hall, 729 Finlayson Arm Road
Please note: This document is meant to provide a summary of key
discussion topics, discussion points, and outcomes from the meeting.
These are not meeting Minutes nor a Record of Decision.

In order to maximize Task Force participation, Meetings #2 and #3 were
consolidated into a single 2-hour agenda that was repeated twice in one
day. Members were permitted to attend one or both meetings; if attending
both, then they were asked to be less active/vocal in the second session.

PARTICIPANTS
See note in parenthesis about which meeting was attended.

Task Force

Project Team (Phase 1)

Leslie Anderson (Council

Laura Beckett

representative, #3)

Municipal Planner, Highlands

Marcie McLean (Council alternate, #2)
Lexie Biegun (#2)

Evan Peterson

Regine Klein (half of #2 and all #3)

Barefoot Planning

Rick Lester (#3)
Bob McMinn (#3)

Jennifer Kay

Scott Richardson (#3)

TownSquare Planning

Mel Sangha (#2)
Kim Vincent (#3)
Stephanie Wilkins (#2-3)
Terri Wood (#2)

SUMMARY NOTES
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Note that the discussion and outcomes of the discussions in Meetings #2
and #3 have been, in some places, synthesized. Where notable, the
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summary specifies whether a particular discussion occurred in only one of
the sessions.
1. Local Area Plan = “LAP”
2. The meeting started with introductions
3. The outcomes of Meeting #1 were presented and discussed,
including suggested amendments to the Presentation Slides and
Meeting Summary
a.

Concern was expressed over the accuracy of speaking notes
in the Presentation Slides regarding OCP policy and other
contextual information

b.

Suggested changes were discussed and formulated, and it
was agreed that the Project Team would make those changes
and send out updated documents for review by the Task
Force, before finalizing and posting on the District website

c.

The Project Team clarified that Phase 2 of the LAP process
(developing the LAP) would take a “clean slate” perspective to
OCP policy and future direction for areas with the LAP
boundary

4. The draft LAP Boundary developed by Barefoot was presented and
discussed, including suggested changes
a.

The group generally agreed that a Focus Area (or similar
concept) should be included in the LAP Boundary and Terms of
Reference

b.

In Session #2, the group generally agreed that all Bear
Mountain lands and the Tsartlip-owned parcel should be
included in the Focus Area

c.

In Session #3, some of the group agreed on the above, while
others expressed concern for [a] including the Bear Mountain
lands at all (e.g., increased scope, workload, budget, timeline,
ability to influence outcomes), [b] the need for Bear Mountain
to be engaged and represented on the Task Force, and [c]
including the rural residential properties around Finlayson Arm
Road and Taylor Way

d.

The Project Team suggested that including Bear Mountain
would likely not result in detailed planning for those lands;
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instead, key directions would be developed for the BM lands,
as a whole, in relation to existing development agreements
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e.

The need to ensure engagement with and involvement from
Tsartlip was noted and agreed by all

f.

In Session #3, it was agreed that the Project Team would
provide several options for the LAP Boundary to be discussed
and voted on in Session #4

5. Evan presented sample LAP content to the group and facilitated
related discussion
a.

The importance of an Implementation Strategy was
discussed and strongly supported by the group

b.

The option to include follow-up technical studies and other
initiatives (e.g., those requiring partnerships) was discussed,
including the role of the Implementation Strategy in this

c.

The Project Team noted that LAP policy can speak to both
what the community wants and what it does not want

6. The group discussed the relationship between LAP policy, OCP
policy, and Zoning regulations, including the need to build the Task
Force members’ (and public’s) understanding of this
a.

The Project Team noted that an LAP does not typically lead to
“pre-zoning” land (re-zoning by the District without landowner
discretion/initiative); instead, LAPs focus on land use
designations, which seek to provide clear land use direction
to property owners, community members, District staff, and
Council and inform future zoning amendments

7. The sample LAP outline was presented and discussed
a.

The Project Team confirmed that the LAP could include a
regional analysis that looked at regional land use or economic
needs, such as institutional uses, and this could be part of
the overall context analysis and background study by the
Project Team
i.

In an email follow-up, Councillor McLean expressed
concern over this regional analysis forming part of the
LAP, noting that the District addresses regional
concerns through the OCP (and Regional Context
Statement) participating in the Regional Growth
Strategy update.
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b.

The Project Team confirmed that safety topics, such as
traffic, lighting, sidewalks, and emergency response-related
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issues (such as fire department training and apparatus), could
be integrated throughout the relevant LAP sections
c.

The Project Team confirmed that relevant policy, such as the
Integrated Community Sustainability Plan, would inform the
LAP and be reviewed in detail as part of the context analysis

d.

The Project Team confirmed that Community Amenities and
Community Amenity Contributions could be addressed in the
Land Use section of the LAP (e.g., what amenities are desired)

e.

Several questions were asked regarding identification of new
Environmentally Sensitive Areas and Environmental
Development Permit Areas.
i.

The Project Team suggested that these topics would
likely be addressed at a higher-level in the LAP (e.g.,
potential new ESAs) with a “next step” (in the
Implementation Strategy) to conduct a detailed
technical analysis of these areas

f.

The Project Team confirmed that Climate Change policy
should not be duplicated in the LAP (from the OCP); however,
area-specific strategies (such as land use, transportation,
environmental areas) would be integrated throughout the LAP
and likely inform the Project Framework and guiding principles
of the LAP
i.

The Project Team also noted that a Climate Change
section may be justified and included in Phase 2

g.

It was agreed that the Project Team would develop a more
refined draft LAP Outline to present and discuss at Meeting
#4

h.

The need to focus on watersheds, groundwater, riparian
areas, and natural water systems was noted
a.

It was agreed that this would receive a “shallow to
medium dive” in the LAP (context analysis and
Environmental Areas sections) with a “deep dive” to be
a likely next step after the LAP

i.

It was noted and agreed that District Servicing impacts and
related District impacts (e.g., taxes) should be considered as
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j.

Barefoot noted that the Phase 2 Project Team would include
specialists for each key topic area; e.g., transportation,
environmental

8. A high-level LAP Process was presented (both meetings) and briefly
discussed (meeting #2)
a.

In both meetings, there was general support for the sample
LAP process (high-level)

b.

Evan recommended keeping the LAP Process at a high-level
for the Terms of Reference, so that the detailed Engagement
Plan can be crafted in Phase 2
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